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INNOVATION

“It has been my
experience that the
barrier to any achievement is
a thin veil that needs simply
to be removed to reveal the
secrets hidden within.”
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Most studios have an area of specialization—
mine is stone. It would be more accurate,
however, to characterize my work as that
of a materials engraving specialist. I design,
fabricate, assemble and install a broad
spectrum of custom engraved materials
using many of the most advanced technologies currently available.
The studio routinely works in a variety of
materials, including: all manner of natural
and dimensional stone; masonry—both
clay based and extruded cement products;
original cast stone elements created from
models and molds; glass; metal; wood;
and certain synthetic materials such as
H.D.U. (high density urethane foam) that
can be formed, routed, carved and coated
or faux finished with anything from simple
latex-based pigments to hi-tech, coldcast polymer based metals.
The repertoire of methodologies include
traditional hand-cut lettering and engraving, sand blasting, model-making and
casting, routing, welding, chemical etching, laser cutting, and water-jet cutting.
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Above, top to bottom: Department of Education
building, Sacramento, California. Inscribed
panel before installation. Right: Detail of lobby
inscription.
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Department of Education Building,
Sacramento, California.
The inscription, pictured here, consists of
nine panels of Italian Travertine stretching 35 feet along the mid-section of the
lobby wall. The text selection and design
elements—including the chameleon
shown on the cover—are the work of artist
Jud Fine. The quote—It was the secrets of
heaven and earth that I desired to learn—is
from Mary Shelley’s “Frankenstein.”
The five-inch lettering was hand-carved
into the panels at the Written In Stone
Productions studio. The naturally occurring open cells of the stone were filled and
finished by hand prior to application of a
bronze pigment to contrast and harmonize
the lettering with the stone. The panels
were then packaged, shipped to the site
and installed by Columbia Stone, Inc.
Other Commissions of Note
Written In Stone Productions teamed with
BOORA Architects and Mayer/Reed, Inc.
to hand-carve a granite monument for
Scripps College Performing Arts Center.
The studio was also commissioned by
NJJB Seattle, and C.K. Doty & Associates
to produce the dramatic “In the Line of
Duty” memorial for the Seattle Police
Department.
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Above top: Modavi Performing Arts Center.
Above and right: Installed panels at the Arts
Center.
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Mondavi Performing Arts Center
University of California, Davis
A brief exchange at the S.E.G.D. Conference
in Denver, Colorado with the principal
of Mayer/Reed, Inc. lead to the commissioning of Written In Stone Productions
to produce an ambitious amount of work
with a seemingly impossible deadline:
Approximately 300 stone panels were
picked up in Davis, California, driven to
Portland, Oregon, cut to size, ground,
honed and engraved with thousands of
names and then returned to the site. The
project was completed with 100% accuracy and delivered on schedule—all in
less than six weeks from start to finish.
The completed donor panels were
placed in, on and around the beautiful
new Mondavi Performing Arts Center
building at U.C. Davis that was designed
by BOORA Architects. Site graphics,
signage and donor recognition were
designed by Mayer/Reed, Inc. and the
landscape architecture was created by
Walker-Macy, Inc.
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Above top to bottom: Lobby logo for Oxford
Molecular, Inc. Vine and grape detail from Arbor
Vineyards. Lloyd Lofts cast stone rose. Right:
Stampa Barbara water jet cut logo.
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Stampa Barbara
Costa Mesa, California
One of the first projects of significance for
Written In Stone Productions—completed
about 10 years ago for Karol Niemi Design—
was for a rubber stamping company called
Stampa Barbara.
The stone the client selected for the project
was a very fragile marble in 12-inch tile
form that could only effectively be produced using the then new, and revolutionary, technology called water jet cutting.
A number of tile pieces and components
were cut at a facility in Kent, Washington
and were later assembled at the Written In
Stone studio, as shown in the photo above.
Using water jet technology allowed this
project to be financially viable. This project
could not have been achieved in any other
way and, especially, not in the perfectly
matching set of ten that were produced.
The tiles were completed and supplied
to the T.I. contractor and installed into
the floor of one of the new retail stores
that Stampa Barbara had opened in Costa
Mesa, California.
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Above top to bottom: Various architectural signs
for Red Tail Canyon, Mayfield and Casa Bella.
Right: Unique number set and monument created for Stonewater.
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Stonewater
Portland, Oregon
A well-known regional developer approached
Written In Stone Productions to design a
monument sign to be incorp-orated into
a large water feature. The hunt was on for
the perfect letterform that would capture
the essence of the rustic craftsman feel of
the neighborhood architecture.
An obscure all capital letterform, with a
few modifications, would fit the aesthetics
perfectly. One big problem—no numeric
elements existed. The studio then tracked
down the English gentleman who designed
the letterform. Days away from retirement,
he very graciously outlined a procedure for
designing the numeric forms from scratch.
The clients were absolutely thrilled with
the unique numerals created by Written In
Stone Productions (see image above), and
have used the sequence hundreds of times
in a large number of subdivisions since.
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United States Consulate
Istanbul, Turkey

Consultation and Restoration
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Above top to bottom: Design specifications for
sundial in Istanbul, Turkey. Local Turkish artisans
at work on sundial. Replaced section of Chinatown gate in Portland, Oregon.
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Mayer/Reed, Inc. and Zimmer Gunsul
Frasca Partnership commissioned Written
In Stone Productions to work with them
on a pair of stone sundials designed by
Maya Lin Studio for the new U.S. Consulate in Istanbul, Turkey.
The studio’s primary task was to establish
project specifications to quality control
work being done on site in Turkey by local
artisans. This included full size templates
being rendered from provided sundial
designs; sandblast masking material
was recommended, cut and provided;
custom pigment for application to the
stone after engraving was produced and
provided; physical samples of engraving
were provided to establish the benchmark
for local artisans; and finally, procedural
methodologies were outlined for the local Istanbul artisans to achieve the design
intent of the architect and designer for
production of the sundial.
Chinatown Gate
Portland, Oregon
A vehicle impact obliterated a portion of
the enormous and elaborately engraved
entry monument into Portland’s Chinese
District. The base of this massive 25 foot
tall entry monument consists of eight
large, white marble pillars. The side of
each pillar is engraved and covered with a
large dragon motif bordered by intricate
fretwork designs.
Written In Stone Productions was able to
establish the methodology originally used
to produce the engraving and to recreate
the artwork in the area of the pillar that
had been destroyed. Masks were designed
to account for the vertical and horizontal
erosion of the material, so the finished
piece was a beautiful match.
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